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Learning Objectives






Demonstrate a digital workflow for textile based product design
Refine a scanned body form with Autodesk Recap
Develop a 3D pattern in Autodesk Fusion 360
Flatten a 3D pattern with Exact Flat
Create a mannequin of the scan using Autodesk 123D Make

Description
Have you ever tried to model a t-shirt in 3D CAD? Probably not. It’s seems simple enough,
sure, but go try it. Traditionally, textile design (clothing, apparel, soft goods, etc) represents
some of the most complex and intricate cad projects anyone could possibly attempt. First,
the shapes (ie “humans”) are super difficult to model. Then there’s the compounded
complexity of modeling garment layers over top of layers. Finally, when you’re done you’re
then rewarded with figuring out what the 3D image will actually looks like as a flat pattern.
It’s been no wonder that for years textile product design has remained analog black magic
and digital 3d cad often got relegated to nice-to-have visualization exercises.
No more!
In this class we’ll be exploring a digital designing methodology developed which combines
Fusion 360’s direct and sculpting tools with tactical use of human scan data converted from
Autodesk Remake, flat pattern creation technology using 3rd party flattening tool ExactFlat,
and finalizing physical prototypes with perfectly sized mannequins created with the rapid
prototyping tool Autodesk 123D Make. The class will cover several real examples that
emphasize both the high level process along with various in product cad tips and tricks
which were uncovered as the class authors developed this course.
Indeed, digital design for iterative textile product-design is the future. This class shows how
recent advances in online software play a huge role in achieving it.
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Integration of Textiles in Fusion 360

Your AU Expert(s)
Bill Dieter has over 30 years of experience as an industrial designer, and he’s a recognized leader in the
design of soft goods. After graduation from Rhode Island School of Design with a degree in industrial
design, Dieter worked as a designer in Nike’s Advanced Apparel Engineering Group. After leaving Nike,
Dieter founded Terrazign, which specializes in the non-conventional application of fabrics in the design of
collapsible structures and soft and hard goods. Terrazign has a unique ability to fabricate highly
functional prototypes in a wide range of materials. Dieter holds over 30 patents related to the soft-goods
industry. Through Terrazign, Dieter has worked on projects with Nike, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), Microsoft Corporation, and Facebook, to name a few. For one NASA project,
Terrazign designed and developed a harness for tethering the astronauts to the treadmill on the
International Space Station (ISS) to simulate gravity. The Glenn Harness is now standard issue for all ISS
astronauts.

Mike Aubry is always pursuing better, faster and exciting ways to design. During the ten years
he’s worked in the computer aided design field, he’s been privileged to work with 100s of
customers who do everything from craftsman eyewear to giant fighting robots. He has
professional experience in the bio-medical, wind energy, and computational fluid dynamics
simulation industries. Mike is passionate about hackathons, and he loves working with anyone
and everyone inspired to solve interesting problems. He proudly works as an Evangelist for the
Autodesk Fusion 360 team. He has a mechanical engineering degree from the University of
Portland.
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Why Change?
Textile-based product design demands iteration to innovate. For us as product designers it’s not
just about fabric and patterns. It’s about maximizing the time you get to experiment and hone
ideas throughout the entire design process.

“Textile-based product design demands iteration to innovate.”
The world is rapidly changing. Industries are converging, and they’re innovating increasingly
faster. The entire manufacturing environment is in the midst of a dramatic transition and the
textile-product-design sector is no different.
Three disruptive trends are poised to make the jump from early adopter novelty into mainstream
adoption




Advanced “Smart” Materials
Industrial-Grade Additive Manufacturing
Internet of Things (IoT) Integrated Hardware

We are seeing “smart materials” make their way out of the research space and into commercial
offerings. For example, Google’s “Conductive Fiber” offers promising ways for products to
maintain electrical conductivity without compromising fit:



Google Conductive Fiber: http://www.dezeen.com/2015/06/03/google-smartphone-interfaces-conductive-threadsclothes-textiles-project-jacquard/

Advanced industrial manufacturing techniques such as additive manufacturing (aka “Industrial
3D printing”) continue to improve in their commercial feasibility.
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Under Amour’s “Architech” is stunning example where mainstream companies are investing in
creative and exciting new products:

Under Armour’s Architech https://www.underarmour.com/en-us/3d-architech

The democratization of inexpensive and highly reliable IoT hardware continues to drive new
market demands and create new products like the widely successful UE Boom:

UE Boom: http://www.ultimateears.com/en-us/ueboom2#select-color

As these trends continue to catalyze vocational innovation never before has the need to apply and
move quickly between different designs ideas been so imperative. This is what is driving the
need to vet out an achievable digital workflow for doing textile-based product design.
Digital designing is faster for iterative design processes because:



Once setup, digital models are extremely adaptable.
Models are linked to a streamlined path to pattern creation which saves time and
increases accuracy.

Recent advances in online-software make digital iterative design achievable. Quite literally, there
are workflows available today that either did not exist at all a year ago or did not exist in
software offering that could be widely adopted. This is where we decided there was an
immediate need to flush out how these new software tools could be used. We started “Project
Vest.”
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“Project Vest”

The goals of “Project Vest” were simple:
•

Uncover and validate a commercially viable workflow using primarily online
tools

•

Create something easily recognizable and functional

With these goals in mind we got to work on a tool vest. After several design sessions we
converged on the following process workflow:

“Iterative Textile-Product-Design Process”
At the core of the work flow is to get quickly to a first prototype and then iterate using the same
flow phases until the design is completed. The high-level details of each process step are
discussed in this handout. Click-by-click in-product details are shown in provided videos.
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“Form”
In the form phase all upfront data and parameters about the project are gathered. This forming
process mostly mimics how forming would happen in a non-digital workflow with the exception
being that in a digital workflow you start with a scanned model to be the foundation of your
digital design.

Meet Dave
To design the vest we started with a scan named, “Dave.” Scans are really useful for digital
design because they replace in many cases the need for a physical mannequin. Scans can be used
again-and-again or customized as needed. Also, they’re infinitely storable, so you don’t have to
have a warehouse of extra props lying around. In this project Dave was provided by a customer
in an OBJ file format. Our first job was to clean up Dave to be used downstream in CAD.
One of the major challenges with digital design is navigating the many file format types
necessary to go from a scan to a pattern. In the past this would have taken multiple programs.
Today it requires two: Autodesk Remake (https://remake.autodesk.com/try-remake) and Autodesk Fusion
360 (www.fusion360.autodesk.com ). In the forming process you use Autodesk Remake to remove excess
detail and convert the mesh (also called a “tri mesh” or “tet mesh” due to its triangular shaped
elements) to a “quad mesh.” Fusion then converts that quad mesh to a sculpted body which then
can be idealized and converted into a “b-rep” file type required to create a pattern.
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The conversion process is outlined below and a step-by-step example is shown in the provided
course videos:

In many cases you will want to “idealize” the geometry for the type of product you are
designing. Poor initial geometry will compound problems later. It is important to optimize the
model to have a manageable amount of detail and reflect how the fabric should actually lay.
Examples of ideal and non-ideal geometry are shown here:
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“Rough Design"
The purpose of the initial design phase is to create the fundamental surfaces that will make up
the base pattern for your design. In this phase several designing principles should be followed
• Strive for adaptability over perfection.
• Invest the time to link sketches parametrically.
• Use symmetry where appropriate.
• Iterate. All textiles behave differently and will need to be physically prototyped
and checked for accurate patterns.
The approach to creating the forms involves using Fusion 360 to create front, back, and side
planes that are used to create guiding sketches that are used to split surfaces on the model. This
process is shown in the provided course videos:

These sketches are parametrically linked to each other to allow for quick tweaks and updates:

Once the desired form is achieved we are ready to move onto the next phase of preparing the
model to export to a flat pattern.
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“Pattern Design"
The purpose of the patterning phase is to convert complex 3D surfaces into flat shapes than can
be cut. To accomplish this we enlisted the help an online software product called Exact Flat
Online (http://www.exactflat.com/product/exactflat-online/).
When preparing to export, several designing principles should be followed:
• Fusion 360:
• Remove unnecessary surface boundary edges.
• Consider how the fabric and seams will need to be constructed.
• In a single piece pattern, use Fusion’s pipe tool to create a dart.
• Exact Flat:
• Re-mesh complex forms if there is excessive compound curvature.
• Use “Pelt” for most preliminary flattenings.
• Only use 100% optimized patterns.
• If robust patterning rules are followed the “Optimization Flattening” phase
should only take less than 5 or 10 minutes. If extremely complex forms are
being flattened, plan on much longer optimization times. In some
instances it could take over an hour to achieve 100% optimization.
An example of the workflow is shown below and a step-by-step example is shown in the
provided course videos:
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“Nest, Cut and Assemble”
The purpose of the next three phases is to build a physical prototype of the digital model. This is
done by preparing the digital patterns from ExactFlat for cutting on a CNC cutting table. Prep
work will include additional detailing of the patterns and nesting. Detailing could involve
adding additional markings, notches or adjusting a seam allowance. With nesting, the goal is to
optimize yield while maintaining grain direction of the pattern set. With prototypes, hand nesting
is often sufficient. If a large number of patterns are to be nested, it is recommended to utilize
nesting software to automate the process. Fusion 360 is able to import Exact Flat’s DXFs, but in
some instances it may be more efficient to use AutoCad or Rhino for pattern nesting.
An example of the flattened cad model and cut pieces are shown below:

Note, not all cutters can handle the current format that Exact Flat exports in. Specifically,
Exactflat outputs as “polylines” and some cutters prefer “splines.” The difference is shown
visually below:

Using polylines instead of splines on some cutters will cause the cutter to poorly regulate how
they move which will result in a loss in performance and increase wear on the machine. Should
splines be required instead of polylines there are conversion tools available in both AutoCAD
and Rhino. Fusion 360 cannot yet do this conversion. Exact Flat hopes to have the option to
natively export as a spline in the near future.
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“Fit Check”
The purpose of the fit check is to ensure the digital model matches what the physical world
requires:

To assist in this process, a mannequin of the original scan is very easy to make using partitioned
cardboard and dowels:

An example of the workflow using 123D Make (http://www.123dapp.com/make ) is shown
below and a step-by-step example is shown in the provided course videos.
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“Detail Design”
The purpose of the detail design phase is to add pockets, accommodate for material stretch/
thickness and finalize fitting details:

Per the intent of the iterative process, most designs take a few iterations (And that’s okay!
Remember, this is complex stuff.)
When building out these new layers follow these designing principles:
 Keep it simple. Don’t go crazy building overly complex surfaces.
 Keep the design based in the reality of what can be made with the materials you working
with.
 Plan out your design.
A step-by-step example of this stage of the process is shown in the provided course videos.
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Summary
Textile-based product design is evolving rapidly and branching into new market segments. The
entire manufacturing environment is in the midst of a dramatic transition and the textile-product
sector is no different.
Three disruptive trends are poised to make the jump from early adopter novelty into mainstream
adoption:
 Advanced “Smart” Materials
 Industrial-Grade Additive Manufacturing
 IoT Integrated Hardware
For us as product designers it’s essential that we maximize time spent exploring and innovating.
In this class we explored a digital designing methodology for improving designer productivity
through designing digitally with the emphasis being on quick iterations:

Through the exploration of designing a tool vest, this course combined Fusion 360’s direct and
sculpting tools with tactical use of human scan data converted from Remake, flat pattern creation
technology using ExactFlat, and finalized the physical prototype using a mannequin created with
the rapid prototyping tool 123D Make.
Digital design for iterative textile product-design is the future. This class demonstrated how
recent advances in online software play a huge role in realizing this vision.
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